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Posted August 16, 2013  

We all know it is good practice to keep regular Forefront TMG configuration backups as they help you recover your 

deployment quickly and accurately in case of a failure or miss configuration.  There is however a scenario where 

these backups cannot be restored to bail you out.  When Forefront TMG has a corrupt configuration database, the 

backup and restore mechanism itself is broken and as such you need to fix this first before you can recover from 

backup. 

Symptoms of a Corrupt Configuration 

In the cases of corrupt configuration that I have seen, Forefront TMG generally keeps working as per normal, but you 

do not have any ability to change anything. Another symptom you may notice is an empty Firewall policy screen. 

 

In Monitoring | Configuration, you may also see an error about not having synchronized since 1999/11/30. 

 

Under Monitoring | Alerts and in the Windows event logs (Application log), you may also see the following errors: 



 

Level: Error 

Event ID:  21209 

Source: Microsoft Forefront TMG Control 

Description:  The Forefront TMG configuration agent was unable to upload the configuration to the forefornt TMG 

services. This could be due to a corrupt configuration.  The Forefront TMG configuration agent is reverting the 

configuration back to the last known configuration. 

  

Level: Error 

Event ID: 14016 

Source: Microsoft Forefront TMG Firewall 

Description:  Forefront TMG failed to load the firewall policy configuration 

  

Level: Error 

Event ID: 21177 

Source: Microsoft Forefront TMG Web Proxy 

Description:  The <service> failed to reload its configuration.  If you recently applied changes to the configuration, 

verify that these changes are configured properly. 

You may also get pop up warnings when selecting the different screens in the TMG Management Console, or if you 

are attempting to restore from a backup. 

So what is broken? 

Forefront TMG stores it configuration in an Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services (AD-LDS) database.  AD-

LDS and its predecessor ADAM provides a directory very similar to Active Directory.  This database is a file located on 

the TMG server and there are also registry references to the directory. 

From past experience it is usually a single entity that has become corrupt. Imagine a rule that was created and then 

deleted but the entry was not successfully purged from AD-LDS.  This causes a conflict that prevents the configuration 

database from being loaded. 

Recovery Steps 

Step 1 – Decide on course of action 

The procedure that follows involves editing the registry and manually editing the AD-LDS database.  This should not 

be done unless all the actions are understood and the risk of further damage has been negated. Know that you are 

proceeding at your own risk.  It is also strongly advised that once the config is loading up, to restore from a last 

known good backup. 

The alternative is to rebuild from scratch, then import an existing backup. 

Step 2 – Backup exiting registry keys and database 



Since we will be manually scratching around in the registry it is a good idea to export the following keys and sub keys 

before you start. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINEIsaStg_Eff1Policy 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINEIsaStg_Eff2Policy 

Next, create a copy of the existing AD-LDS database. 

• To do this you will first need to stop the ISASTGCTRL service. 

• Then copy the adamntds.dit file from C:Program Files\Microsoft Forefront Threat Management 

Gateway\ADAMData 

• Start the service again. 

 Step 3 – Provoke an error pop up message 

In one instance the following error would occur every time I selected the firewall policy. In another instance I had to 

attempt make a change to the array properties before the error would occur. 

You should see an error similar to this: 

 

The key here is to look for the faulty object.  Make a note of the “object“, “class” and “scope” as you will need these 

later on. 

Step 4 – Look up the object GUID 

Open regedit and browse to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINEIsaStg_Eff1Policy.  Now Find the “object” name from the error 

message above. 

The object would be the value of the MSFPCname key (SSTP Publishing from our screen shot) 

The object GUID is the parent key eg. {0298BBEA-4E05-427C-BFE5-D9079CFA25AE} from 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINEIsaStg_Eff1PolicyPolicyRules{0298BBEA-4E05-427C-BFE5-D9079CFA25AE} 



  

Step 5 – Connect to the AD-LDS with ADSI edit 

Go to Administrative Tools | ADSI Edit (adsiedit.msc) 

Connect with the following settings 

• Name: TMG 

• Connection Point: CN=FPC2 

• Computer: localhost:2171 

 

Browse down the directory till you find the GUID 

Typically this would be under  CN=PolicyRules,CN=ArrayPolicy,CN={the array GUI},CN=Arrays,CN=Array-

Root,CN=FPC2 

Compared to the other object you may see that this one is empty. 



 

Step 6 – Clear the corrupt entries 

Delete the policy object in ADSI Edit (CN={GUID} 

Delete the GUID key entry from the registry using Regedit. 

Search for the GUID value again just ensure that all copies are removed. 

Step 7 – Restart and check 

It is possible to restart the individual services, but a full reboot is recommended. 

If you have the same symptoms, check the alert detail and see if the object is the same or a different one. Repeat the 

process for the new object. 

If everything is working again, take the time to restore your last backup and overwrite the existing configuration. 

Conclusion 

It is possible to manually edit the Forefront TMG configuration, but it is only as a last resort short of rebuilding.  The 

best advice is still to create and store regular backups. For more information on this, see my previous article – 

Forefront TMG Configuration Backup Scripts For Standalone and Enterprise Arrays 



Forefront TMG Configuration Backup Scripts For Standalone and Enterprise Arrays 

Posted August 15, 2013  

It is good practice to keep regular backups of your Forefront TMG Configuration files. Even if you have a Forefront 

TMG Array with the configuration in multiple locations, this simply gives you fault tolerance, and should not be 

regarded as a backup. 

Backups can be performed manually or automated with a script. This article explains both TMG configuration backup 

methods. 

Forefront TMG Deployment Options 

There are two types of Forefront TMG Arrays: Standalone arrays and Enterprise arrays. 

Standalone Array 

A Standalone Forefront TMG Array consists of two or more TMG Servers. Technically, a standalone array a can have 

up to 50 members but since most TMG arrays are deployed with Windows Network Load Balancer (WNLB), the 

deployment most likely caps out at the WNLB limit of 32 nodes. 

In a Standalone Array configuration, one of the members in the array is selected as the Array Manager. This server’s 

configuration is the master config and it is replicated to the other members. Each server in turns keeps a local cache 

of the configuration. 

Enterprise Arrays 

When you have more than one Standalone Array, it makes sense to start using an Enterprise Array managed by an 

Enterprise Management Server (EMS). An Enterprise Array can contain up to 200 TMG Arrays. This scenario is 

typically for multi-site deployments. 

In an Enterprise deployment, a dedicated server, the Enterprise Management Server (EMS) keeps the master 

configuration. The EMS keeps both the Enterprise wide and Array level configuration for all of the Arrays. The EMS 

then replicates the Enterprise and the appropriate Array configurations down to the Arrays and members who in turn 

all keep a local cache of the configuration. 

Why are configuration backups a good idea? 

Arrays and Enterprise Arrays have multiple copies of the configuration making TMG deployments fault tolerant with 

respect to losing the Array Master or even the EMS server. So why bother backing up? 

A backup is there to protect you not only from a failure, but also to cover you in case a faulty configuration is applied. 

You can manually work your way backwards by checking the Change Tracking log if it is enabled, but this has its own 

drawbacks. 

For legal or audit reasons you may also be required to prove what your firewall configuration was at a specific point 

in time. For these reasons, there is no alternative other than keeping regular TMG configuration backup copies. 

Manual Backup 

You can manually export the configuration for backup purposes from within the TMG Management Console. 

Manual TMG Configuration Backup for Standalone Arrays 

The following steps need to be performed for each Array individually. 

1. Open the TMG Management Console on the TMG Server designated as your Array Manager 



2. Expand Arrays 

3. Right click the Array, and select Export (Back up)… 

4. On the start page of the Export wizard click Next 

5. Check Export Confidential information and specify a password 

6. Check Export User Permission Settings and click Next 

7. Specify a file location and click Next 

8. Click Finish to start the export 

 

  

Manual TMG Configuration Backup for Enterprise Arrays 

The following steps are performed only once for the Enterprise. Standalone Arrays do not have this option. 

• Open the TMG Management Console on your EMS Server 

• Right click Enterprise and select Export… 

• On the start page of the Export wizard click Next 

• Check Export User Permission Settings and click Next 

• Specify a file location and click Next 

• Click Finish to start the export 

 



This should give you a file for the Enterprise Configuration. Normally this is relatively small – a few hundred KB.  You 

should also have a file for each Array. These are normally a few MB. 

Automated Backups with Scripts 

You can automate these steps with the following scripts. 

If you have a single Array deployment use AutoExportArray.vbs. If you have an Enterprise deployment use 

AutoExportEnterprise.vbs 

Simply customize the script with your preferred comments, export password and backup location. Save the script and 

run these on the appropriate server. The scripts contains any additional instructions. 

TMG Configuration Backup Script for Standalone Arrays (AutoExportArray.vbs) 

'  TMG Array Configuration Backup Script 
' 
'  Purpose:          The Script exports the Array c onfiguration as a backup 
'  Changes Required: Specify a custom password, com ment and backup location. Save as 
AutoExportArray.vbs.  
'  Usage:            Execute the scrip on the TMG s erver with the following command 
'                    cscript AutoExportArray.vbs 
'     
' ********** Supplied by @Fastvue / @WebSpy / @FixM yITSystem / @JasonJonesUK / 
@RichardHicks  ********** 
'  
' ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ 
' 
'Export strings 
  
  password = "mypassword" 
  comment = """Scripted Backup""" 
  
  
'Backup location can be local or network location 
  
  BackupLocation = "\\networkname\share" 
  
  
'--------------- No changes required beyond this li ne --------------------------------- 
  
Dim root 
Dim Array 
  
localdate = FormatDateTime(date(), 1) 'Displays acc ording to the system long date 
format 
Datestring = " " & localdate 
  
  
Set root = CreateObject("FPC.Root") 
Set Array = root.GetContainingArray() 
  
  
'Backing Up Array Config 
  
Wscript.echo "Saving Configuration to " & BackupLoc ation & "...." 
wscript.echo "Exporting - " & Array 
  
Array.ExportToFile BackupLocation & Array & Datestr ing &".xml", 15, password, comment 
  
Wscript.echo "Exporting Completed" 
WScript.Quit 
     



TMG Configuration Backup Script for Enterprise Arrays (AutoExportEnterprise.vbs) 

'  TMG Enterprise and Array Configuration Backup Sc ript 
' 
'  Purpose:          The Script exports the Enterpr ise and Array configuration as a 
backup 
'  Changes Required: Specify a custom password, com ment and backup location. Save the 
script as AutoExportEnterprise.vbs.  
'  Usage:            Execute the scrip on the EMS s erver with the following command 
'                    cscript AutoExportEnterprise.v bs 
'     
' ********** Supplied by @FastVue / @WebSpy / @FixM yITSystem / @JasonJonesUK / 
@RichardHicks  ********** 
'  
' ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ 
' 
'Export strings 
  
  password = "mypassword" 
  comment = """Scripted Backup""" 
  
  
'Backup location can be local or network location 
  
  BackupLocation = "\\networkname\share" 
  
  
'--------------- No changes required beyond this li ne --------------------------------- 
  
Dim root 
Dim isaEnterprise 
Dim Array 
  
localdate = FormatDateTime(date(), 1) 'Displays acc ording to the system long date 
format 
Datestring = " " & localdate 
  
Set root = CreateObject("FPC.Root") 
Set isaEnterprise = root.Enterprise 
  
  
'Backing Up Enterprise Config 
  
Wscript.echo "Saving Configurations to " & BackupLo cation & "...." 
wscript.echo "Exporting - Entertprise Configuration " 
  
isaEnterprise.ExportToFile BackupLocation & "Enterp rise Config" & Datestring & ".xml", 
15, password, comment 
  
'Backing Up arrays 
  
For Each Array in Root.Arrays 
wscript.echo "Exporting - " & Array 
Array.ExportToFile BackupLocation & Array & Datestr ing &".xml", 15, password, comment 
Next 
  
Wscript.echo "Exporting Completed" 
WScript.Quit 
 

The AutoExportEnterprise.vbs leaves you with a single XML file for the Enterprise and a separate XML file for each 

array in the enterprise. These files contain all the configuration and can be used to restore the TMG Array or 

Enterprise by importing and overwriting the existing configuration. 



 

Simply set the above script(s) to run on a schedule using Windows Task Scheduler and relax in the knowledge that 

your Forefront TMG Array configuration will be automatically backed up on a regular basis. 

 


